Café Asia, a bustling and frequently noisy restaurant and bar, located in the thriving entertainment district of Washington DC contacted All Noise Control because they had sound tribulations. Their events were so popular that the constant roar of conversations from their loyal customers and their own powerful sound system were causing sound quality issues at their frequent outdoor events. They were looking for a product that was heavy duty, could be used outdoors, was UV resistant, and had maximum durability. Café Asia was 100 percent confident that All Noise Control would provide the best product to solve their problem.

After a personalized consultation with Café Asia, the experts at All Noise Control came to a conclusion with what product best meet their needs. The product best suited to the tasks was the ANC-AB110EXT-R Sound Blanket. This product is a reliable and affordable sound absorber and is routinely used for a variety of outdoor applications. It is known for its UV resistance and maximum durability.

This product is typically use as modular curtains on long-term construction or just a permanent outdoor application such as enclosing HVAC equipment. This product is one inch thick, vinyl coated polyester faced one-inch quilted fiberglass and one pound per square foot reinforced loaded vinyl barrier. All of this will help sound absorb easily, easily reducing their sound issues.

Café Asia was thrilled with the results of the product. With the ANC – AB110 EXT-R Sound Curtains they can now work in peaceful environment while providing the high quality sound their high-end clientele demands.

All Noise Control welcomes you to visit our web site at www.allnoiseocntrol.com or to contact our specialist at 561-964-9360 so we can discuss how can help solve your business’s problems.